Abstract. In this paper, two tools are presented: an execution driven cache simulator which relates event metrics to a dynamically built-up call-graph, and a graphical front end able to visualize the generated data in various ways. To get a general purpose, easy-to-use tool suite, the simulation approach allows us to take advantage of runtime instrumentation, i.e. no preparation of application code is needed, and enables for sophisticated preprocessing of the data already in the simulation phase. In an ongoing project, research on advanced cache analysis is based on these tools. Taking a multigrid solver as an example, we present the results obtained from the cache simulation together with real data measured by hardware performance counters.
Introduction
One of the limiting factors for employing the computational resources of modern processors is excessive memory access demands, i.e. not taking advantage of cache hierarchies by high temporal and spatial locality of sequential memory accesses. Manual optimization activities trying to overcome this problem typically suffer from difficult-to-use and -to-setup tools for detailed bottleneck analysis. We believe that profiling tools based on simulation of simple cache models can significantly help in this area. Without any need for hardware access to observation facilities, the simulator produces data easy to understand and does not influence simulated results. Therefore, runtime instrumentation and sophisticated preprocessing is possible directly in the simulation phase. Optimizations based on cache simulation usually will improve locality of an application in a general way, therefore enabling better cache usage not only on a specific hardware platform, but on cache architectures in general. This gives the user more flexibility in terms of target architectures. Furthermore, it is essential to present the obtained measurement data in a way easy to understand. In this paper, we discuss the tool suite Calltree/KCachegrind 1 . The profiling tool uses the instrumentation framework Valgrind [18] , running on Linux/IA-32. The visualization front end, which is based on QT/KDE libraries, runs on most UNIX platforms.
The paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we give a short overview on profiling methods and problems. In section 3, simulation based profiling and the implementation we use is covered in detail. Visualization concepts and implementation are presented in section 4. In our ongoing project DiME 2 , memory intensive multigrid algorithms are optimized with regard to their memory access behavior. Section 5 discusses this application and presents measurements from both simulation and hardware counters. We close by presenting related work and future research directions.
Profiling
It is important to concentrate on code regions where most time is spent in typical executions. For this, runtime distribution is detected by profiling. Also, it can approve assumptions regarding runtime behavior, or show the right choice of multiple possible algorithms for a problem. A dynamic call-tree (DCT), see fig.  1 (a), represents a full trace from left to right, and has a size linear to the number of calls occurring. For profiling, the much smaller dynamic call graph (DCG), see fig. 1 (b) , typically is enough. However, a DCG contains less information: in fig.  1 (b) , one cannot see that D → B → C actually never happened. Therefore, [1] proposed the context call tree (CCT), see fig. 1 (c) , where each node represents the occurrence of a function in a call chain, a context, starting at the root node 3 . Our tool is able to produce a "reduced" CCT nmax : as a CCT can still get huge, we collapse two contexts if the trailing n max contexts of the corresponding call chains are identical. Table 1 gives some numbers on the size of these reduced CCTs for various UNIX applications.
During the profiling processing, event attribution of nodes and arcs is done. Events can be memory accesses, cache misses, or elapsed clock ticks, for example. Attributes of interest for nodes are the number of events occurring inside the function (exclusive or self cost), and additionally in functions which are called from the given function (inclusive cost). For arcs, events occurring while the program is running in code called via this arc are interesting, as well as the number of times the call is executed. In fig. 1 , event attribution is shown, assuming one event during the execution of each function.
Profiling should not perturb the performance characteristics of the original program, i.e. its influence on runtime behavior should be minimal. For this reason, modern CPU architectures include performance counters for a large range of event types, enabling statistical sampling: After a hardware counter is set to an initial value, the counter is decremented whenever a given event takes place, and when reaching zero, an interrupt is raised. The interrupt handler has access to the program counter of the interrupted instruction, updates statistical counters related to this address, resets the hardware counter and resumes the original program 4 . The result of statistical sampling is self cost of code ranges. To overcome the limits of pure statistical sampling, one has to instrument the program code to be profiled. Several instrumentation methods exist: source modification, compiler injected instrumentation, binary rewriting to get an instrumented version of an executable, and binary translation at runtime. Instrumentation adds code to increment counters at function entry/exit, reading hardware performance counters, or even simulate hardware to get synthetic event counts. To minimize measurement overhead, only small action is performed 5 . When synthetic event counters are enough for the profiling result quality to be achieved, hardware simulation allows for runtime instrumentation with its ease of use.
Simulation Based Profiling
Runtime instrumentation can dramatically increase execution time such that time measurements become useless. However, it is adequate for driving hard-ware simulations. In our profiling tool, we use the CPU emulator Valgrind [18] as a runtime instrumentation framework. The instrumentation drives the cache simulation engine, which is largely based on the cache simulator found in Valgrind itself: calls to the simulator are inserted on every instruction fetch, data read, and data write. Separate counters for each original instruction are incremented when an event occurs in the simulation of the simple, two-level cache hierarchy. The cache model enables the user to understand the numbers easily, but it has drawbacks compared to reality: it looks at memory accesses from user-level only, simulates a single cache, and assumes a processor without an out-of-order engine and without speculation. Despite of this, the synthetic event counters often come close to numbers of actual hardware performance counters [17] . We note that the simulation is not able to predict consumed wall clock time, as this would need a detailed simulation of the microarchitecture.
Our addition to the simulation is two-folded: First, multiple counters are maintained even for the same instruction, depending on the current thread ID or the call chain leading to this instruction. Thus, we support profiles per threads in multi-threaded code, and more fine-granular analysis by event attribution to CCTs. Second, we introduce the ability for construction of the dynamic call graph of the executed program. For every call site in the program, the list of target addresses called from that site is noted, and for each of these call arcs, the cost spent inside the called function. Optionally, this is even done for every context of a call site, where the context includes the current thread ID and call chain leading to this call site. To be able to provide the recent portion of a call chain with a given length, we maintain our own call stack for every thread and signal handler. Fortunately, thread switches can be trapped with Valgrind (using its own implementation of the POSIX Thread API). To be able to reliably trace a call stack, we always have to watch the stack pointer not only on detection of a CALL or RET instruction: most implementations of exception support in different languages (such as C++), and the C runtime functions setjmp/longjmp write the stack pointer directly. Function calls to shared libraries usually are resolved by the dynamic linker the first time they take place. After resolution, the linker directly jumps to the real function. As the notion of a jump between functions is not allowed in a call graph, we pretend two independent calls from the original call site.
Visualization of Profiling Data
Most profiling tools provide a post-processing command to output a text file with a list of functions sorted by cost and annotated source. While this is useful, it makes it difficult to get an overview of the performance characteristics of an application without being overwhelmed by the data measured. A GUI should enable convenient browsing in the code. Requirements are -Zooming from coarse to fine granular presentation of profiling data, starting from event relation to all functions in a shared library, a source file or a C++ class, and going down to relation to loop structure, source code lines and machine instructions. -Support for arbitrary and user specified, derived event types, including support for profile data produced by different profiling tools. Additionally, it is important to be able to specify and browse according to derived event types, which have to be calculated on the fly from the given ones (e.g. MFLOPS). -Visualization of metrics that makes it easy to spot performance problems.
-Possibility to combine and compare multiple profile measurements produced by different tools.
Even for the simplest program, the runtime linker, the setup of the environment for the C runtime library, and implementation of high-level print functions via low-level buffering are involved. Thus, only a fraction of a call graph should be presented at once. Still, it is desirable to show multiple levels of a call chain. As a function can be part of multiple call chains, we eventually have to estimate the part of cost which happens to be spent in the given chain. This is only needed when context information, i.e. an attributed CCT, is not available. Our call graph view starts from a selected function, and adds callers and callees until costs of these functions are very small compared to the cost of the selected function. Because the functions in the call graph view can be selected by a mouse click, the user can quickly browse up or down a call chain, only concentrating on the part which exposes most of the event costs. Another view uses a TreeMap visualization [20] . Functions are represented by rectangles whose area is proportional to the inclusive cost. This allows for functions to be fully drawn inside their caller. Therefore, only functions which are interesting for performance analysis are visible. In a TreeMap, one function can appear multiple times. Again, costs of functions have to be split up based on estimation. Figure 2 shows a screenshot with both the call graph and TreeMap visualization. Additionally, on the top left the list of available cost types is shown, produced by the cache simulator. As "Ir" (instructions executed) is selected as cost type, these costs are the base for the graphical drawings.
To be able to show both annotated source and machine code 6 , we rely on debug information generated by the compiler. Our tool parses this information and includes it in the profile data file. Thus, the tool suite is independent from the programming language. Additionally, our profiling tool can collect statistics regarding (conditional) jumps, enabling jumps visualized as arrows in the annotation view.
Application Example and Results
In our DiME project, research on cache optimization strategies for memoryintensive, iterative numerical code is carried out. The following experiment refers to a standard and to a cache-optimized implementation of multigrid V(2,2) cycles, involving variable 7-point stencils on a regular 3D grid with 129 3 nodes. The cache-efficient version is based on optimizations such as array padding and loop blocking [11] . Table 2 shows simulated and real events obtained on a Pentium-M with 1.4 GHz with corresponding wall clock runtimes. In both cases, the advantage of cache optimization is obvious by effectively reducing the number of cache misses/cache line loads by 50%. Reduction of runtime gives similar figures.
Simulation runtimes show that the slowdown of runtime instrumentation and cache simulation is quite acceptable.
Related Work
The most popular profiling tool on UNIX are prof/gprof [8] : a profile run needs the executable to be instrumented by the GCC compiler, which inserts code to get call arcs and call counts, and enables time based statistical sampling. Measurements inside of shared library code is not supported. GProf has to approximate the inclusive time by assuming that time spent inside a function grows linearly with the number of function calls. Tools taking advantage of hardware performance counters for event based sampling are available by most processor vendors (e.g. DCPI for Alpha processors [2] or VTune for Intel CPUs). Most of them relate event counters to code, but Sun's developer tools also allow data structure related measurements since recently [10] . OProfile is a free alternative for Linux [12] . PAPI [4] is a library for reading hardware performance counters. TAU [16] is a general performance analysis tool framework for parallel code, using automated source instrumentation.
For instrumentation purpose, binary rewriting of executables is possible with ATOM [7] . DynInst [15] allows for insertion of custom code snippets even into running processes. Regarding runtime instrumentation, the Shade tool [6] for SPARC inspired development of Valgrind. Sophisticated hardware simulators are MICA [9] and RSIM [19] . Using simulation, MemSpy [13] analyses memory access behavior related to data structures, and SIP [3] gives special metrics for spatial locality. A profile visualization with a web front end is HPCView [14] .
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a tool suite for profiling of sequential code based on cache simulation and runtime instrumentation, and a graphical visualization front-end allowing fast browsing and recognition of bottlenecks. These tools have already been used successfully, e.g. in projects at our lab as well as in other labs in Germany, and in the open-source community.
Improvement of the simulation includes data structure based relation, even for dynamic allocated memory and stack accesses. This is feasible with the runtime instrumentation approach. In order to avoid the measured data to become huge, relation to data types seems necessary. For large arrays, relation to address differences of accesses promises to be interesting. Suited visualizations are needed. Other directions for research are more sophisticated metrics to easily detect problems regarding spatial or temporal locality. LRU stack distances of memory accesses [5] are especially useful as they are independent on cache sizes. For the visualization tool, we want to support combination of simulated and real measurement: e.g. flat profiles from event based sampling with hardware performance counters can be enriched with call graphs got from simulation, and thus, inclusive cost can be estimated. In addition, we recognize the need to further look into differences between simulation and reality.
